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METHODOLOGY

An initial analysis of thf subject was made to determine the

ipforkation nqc$s$ary to undertake...the study. . :J

Interviews with heads of training institutions and oji-site observa

tions of training facilities were carried out in order to select the training

institutions that would be included as; case studies• .Then, study of the

training institutions^selected as case studies was.,conducted through

.interviews with heads' ;of (the, institutions, staff mer^rs; jaiwi,trainees.
Observations were roade as to the types and methods of training provided and

all available Kate'rials on these institutions were examined.



PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is to assess skill training and employ-
went opportunities through non-formal education for out-of-school girls
in Ethiopia.— Such training can be given by government and/or private
organizations.. : ; ,

This paper does not attempt to cover all the non-formal education
programmes which exist in Ethiopia* Rather, it gives an overview of

institutions which prepare out-of-school girls for employment opportunities
with emphasis on several selected case studies.

1/ Out-of-school girls include those who leave school after
completing a specific level but still need furtiier training,those wno
drop out before completion and the unschooled.
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U Ai4 INTRODUCTION TO ETHIOPIA

In order to better understand the non-formal education and on-the-

job training programmes that exist in Ethiopia, it is: necessary to have

Some knowledge of the history, the people and the general situation it*

the country. :

A. Geographic Characteristics

Ethiopia is. one of th« oldest independent countries on; the African

continent. It is situated in the north*eastern part of the continent and

constitutes the bulk of the Horn of Africa. Its boundaries are tiie; Sudan

in the west, the Red Sea in the north, Kenya in the south and Somalia and

the Republic of Djibouti in, the east. ,: :.

' ■■■'■■. ■ .. . '.' ' lf."» !■ ■ ■'.-.'' ' ■
Ethiopia has an area of approximately 1.2 million square Jems, and

is the eighth largest nation on the continent. It has highrmountain ranges,

deep gorges and river valleys. Hie elevation ranges from about 100 metres

below sea level to mountain,p«aks. over 4,000 metres above sea level. Thus the

physical features of the country;vary from agricultural high plateau and

fertile plains to semi-desert lowlands. The high mountains, deep-river

gorges, torrents and other natural obstacles have kept Ethiopia in almost

total isolation from the outside world. These obstacles are among the main

contributing- factors to the historical delay of the country*s development

and modernization. . ',

Among the main climatic divisions are the dega, a high cold region

found mostly in the northern plateau, an area which is suitable; for stock

raising and cereal growing. The woina dega-or lower, cool region ii found
in the south. The third -and the last climatic division is the kolla, a

low, hot region found mainly in the south-east, an area which is largely

inhabited by nomads* In most of the country a temperate climate predominates

throughout the year. The two main seasons are the rainy season and the dry

season. The rainy season starts in June and ends in September. The dry

season is from September to June and is interspersed with occasional small

rains. •" .

B. the People , . .. '

- .' There are over one hundred ethnic groups in Ethiopia who emiprated

and settled the land many thousands of years ago. The Amharas, the T.greans

and the Oromo are the three raost populous ethnic croups, whereasj1 the other

.ethnic groups are smaller. All the ethnic groups nave their own languages

and cultures, besides Amharic, which is the official language, about 70

; dialects are spoken. According to a sample survey of .the Central Statistics

Office, the population of Ethiopia is■estimated to be about 30 million* The
estimated crude birth-rate is. Ub9ut-45:per 1.0Q0 and the death rate is

estimated to be about 2.5 per cent,— ..:v. .'.:■■ .,'h

1/ Central Statistics Office, Statistical Abstract, Addis Ababa, 1978
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C. Economic, Political and Social Conditions

*«.♦•! AltI?OugJ! E5}Ji°Pia is kn°™ to be potentially rich because of her
-?5rtltlso;Ll;and Wlde Tange 9^,altitudes,-and temperatures, it has been
^eani^tionSh^9;° '*** '^-'S P001^ countries." The pattern of social
'., •; ■ ■ ■'** - ~s**vxj.t,itiiy■ ueen reucial. Prior to-Che 1974 Tpvnint'-irm

all the productive land belonged to tne'landlords, t:.o majority of the
rural population being subjected to servitude as tenants. Tnus, almost all
the benefits went to maintain the status of the privileged few!

More than 90 per cent of the total population live in the rural

of6^?™ LaS subsis*ence ^rmers. Lacking exposure.to modern methods
or farming, they use only primitive, traditional tools.-?-7 The low level of
production and the difficult conditions of life in.the rural areas led to
the migration of the rural population to the towns.-' The industrial sector
which accounted for about 5' per cent .of. the gross domestic product, was net'
able to provide employment opportunities for all of the displaced rural
population. This led to a high rate of unemployment with all its social and
political consequences.-' Thus, the social, economic: and political system
maintained ay the feudal, bourgeois regime/the result of which was mass
poverty, was brought to an end by the popular revolution which erupted in
1974. ■ . ■ c ■

Therefore, the Revolutionary Government of Ethiopia inherited a rural
economy based on subsistence production with little development and diversi
fication in its production; a rural society with few. social amenities- a
labour force consisting of a low proportion of'the population?7 and a society

. .■,'■'-

XI World Bank, World Development Report. 1973.

V The oGcupation of the economically active population at "the regional
administrative level indicates that at least 90 per cent is engaged in agri
cultural pursuits. Result of the National Sample Survey Second Round, Volume I.

The Demography of Ethiopia. Statistical bulletin 10. Addis Ababa
January 1974, Page 32* !"7~T ; * wuua>

urban population was increasing by approximately 6.6 per cent
i^-^.Sh-.4 per cent was due t0 migration from rural areas. Central
istics Office* Statistical Abstract. Addis Ababa, 1971.

4/ Forecasts on overt unemployment projected a rise from 3.8 per cent
to 7.3 per cent and 8.9 per cent in 1970, 19<iO, and 1990 respectively.

Addis Ababa%72!"S I0™1*5™ ™er> ^ Eaployent Problems in .Ethiopia
The estimated rate of urban unemployment rate was 20 per cent and

4Q per cent for those between the ages of 15-24 in particular.

c,u. .. Kark BlauS'' Report of the Exploratory Employment Policy Mission to
fatniopia. ' *—-

:/ \ :.; IL0 World .Employment Programme. *' ,'. : ,;

. . i/ The estimated total wage-earning population (excluding those in
.traditional agriculture) was 1,181,000 for 1960 t.C.

The Manpower Research and Statistics Section, A Survey of the
Occupational Pattern of Employment in StMopia.- AddiS.Ababk, February 1971.
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where the overwhelming majority are illiterate*—

By 1974, the illiteracy rate was estimated to be over 90 per cent.

School enrolment showed the proportion of girls enrolled to be very low.
It was found that girls1 attendance at school was irregular and that they
had a high dropout rate. Non-formal education for girls and young women

was given through programmes sponsored by government and voluntary
organizations. However* these programmes emphasized cookery and embroidery.
Knowledge and skills in agriculture, animal husbandry, marketing co-opera

tives, food preservation and other subjects vital to raising families1
living standards were very limited.

It was known that a country could develop socially and economically

if its people are literate. Accordingly, in 1979 the Revolutionary Govern

ment of Socialist Ethiopia launched the Literacy Campaign throughout the

nation to eradicate illiteracy from the country in seven years. The parti
cipation of men and women, both young and old has been very high; According

to the report on the campaign's"two phases, the enrolment of women was found

to be 73 per cent, '

In Ethiopia, as in any other developing country, all technical skills

and professions which require advanced training were reserved mostly for men.
Most working-classwomen served as labourers in factories. The few professions
in which women could participate were teaching, nursing and secretarial work.

Even though all the above mentioned exploitation and oppression had

been going on for centuries, no step was taken to remedy the situation and no
attention paid to the condition of women until the 1974 revolution.

D. Women's Position before and after the Revolution

Since the 1974 revolution, major steps h^ve been taken by the

Revolutionary Government to abolish the reactionary feuaal culture, arid to

emancipate Womenc Supported by the Government, Ethiopian women are; becoming

politically organized to fight the reactionary and oppressive culture.

The Ethiopian National Democratic Revolution Propxa":re states clearly that'no

national shall be discriminated against on the basis of sex and religion in
the political, economic and social role that he has to play'. The Programme
also^states that efforts will be made to provide better j^bs for oppressed

domestic servants and to help those women engaged in prostitution to parti- ^/
cipate in production processes by creating better ;)od^opportunities for them,—

V 92e9 per cent of the total population was illiterate.

Results of the National Sample Survey Second Round, Volume I.

. The Demography of Ethiopia, Statistical Bulletin 10, Addis

Ababa, January 1974, Page 18.

2/ Ethiopian National Democratic Programme, Addis Ababa,
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The Labour Proclamation number 64 of 1975 indicates that "every

Ethiopian Citizen has an equal opportunity to be employed in a work in

which he can contribute to the development of his country according to his

skill and capacity and be fairly remunerated for his ;-/ork without dis- .

crimination on the basis of race, tribe, sex ana religion in line with

Socialist Principle". There are no distinctions, exclusions or preferences

in the legal code or in administrative practice regarding individual people

or groups of people.

Article 43 of the proclamation states that "the same initial wage

shall be paid for similiar jobs in an undertaking.51 fiefore the revolution

women were paid less than men for the same job and were also victims of

poor working conditions. At present, differences in wage levels between

men and women performing the same job are illegal.

Formerly, female workers were only entitled to 35 days of maternity

leave at half pay* Now the proclamation entitles pregnant workers to paid

leave for check-ups upon certification by a medical doctor,' Forty-five

consecutive days of maternity leave and pre-natal leave with full pay can

be granted upon certification by a medical doctor. If a female worker has

used her maternity leave and is certified by a medical doctor to be sick,

she is also entitled to further sick leave with pay.

The mass media has an intesified programme designed to educate women,

and to eradicate prejudice and abolish all reactionary practices against

women. The radio, television and other mass media actively foster the iuea

that women are not in any way inferior to men.

Another decisive measure taken by the Revolutionary Government was

the establishment of the Commission for the Organization of the Party of the

Workers of Ethiopia, (COPWE) - In its second Central Ccriaaittee meeting
COPWE passed important resolutions en national issues. On« resolution called

on the Revolutionary Ethiopian Women's Association (RLiWA) and other concerned

bodies to create the. conditions necessary to improve tiie position of women

and enhance their participation in the revolutionary process. The resolution
appealed to REWA and other concerned bodies to make the necessary effort to

answer all questions regarding women, with particular emphasis on the question

of women who engage in anti-social practices in order to survive.. The

resolution called for the co-ordination of all efforts to give these women
vocational education so that thay ccuM be employed in productive activities.

In order to implement the above mentioned steps and rcrures, REWA drafted the

following programme of action:

1, To organize its members who work in different sectors of the econoray

so as to optimize tjieir productivity and ascertain their equality'; ■■ ;

'; 2. ' To strengthen the existing women'j vocational' training institutions;

3. To-make the necessary effort in order to _open.,more training centres for

women in collaboration with concerned organizations;, . :-

4. To encourage* women to participate fully in tho .National Literacy

Campaign;
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5. To encourage concerned bodies to conduct the studies necessary to

improve the housing conditions of rural families;

6* To encourage and help women to participate in the development of

producers1 co-operatives in the fields of handicrafts and agriculture;

7. To improve the health conditions of mothers and children;

8; To train more traditional midwives;

9. To participate in the implementation of the vaccination programme

prepared by the Ministry of health; and

.■"■■■■■-! ■ ' ' ' "'■ i . V-
; 10v To rehabilitate worn^ri who have' been participating in anti-social;

activities such las prostitution so that(they can' be employed. \ j

E. Health

Ethiopia's predominant health problems have been infectious diseases

and malnutrition. The very high pre-natal, infant and maternal mortality rates

have generally been attributed to ignorance and unhygienic living conditions.

Even though infectious diseases could be prevented by vaccination^ sanitation

and nutrition education, no effort was made to ameliorate these problems until
1974.

V; After the revolution, a new health policy was adopted'with the following

guiding principles: health services for the masses; emphasis on rural areas

and emphasis on prevention.

F. Education

1. Formal Education

A country's economy is closely related to its educational system,

which trains-skilled nanpower; The role of education should be to develop |a

conscious and dynamic society which is responsive to development measures.

Modern education was introduced in Ethiopia during the last years of

Menelik^s -reign (1389- 1913} and" developed:very slowiy. . The task of establish

ing a modern educational system was undertaken by the Ministry of Education

which was established in 1941, ' ; '

. For several years, the elementary and secondary educational system was

organized at two levels: the first eight yuars were classified as primary

level or elementary education and the next four years as secondary level

education. These levels emphasized academic programmes. Completing secondary

school and passing the national school leaving certificate exan has been the normal



channel for gaining entrance to.the university* Even though the enrolment

of students in elementary and secondary schools was growing regularly, the

number of students admitted to the university was proportionally low.

: ■ In 1964 a middle-level called junior.secondary,which consisted.of

the seventh ana eighth grades,was introduced. At the same time many of the

academic secondary schools were transformed into comprehensive high schools

which offered vocational and commercial training. Until this time vocational

and technical training had only been offered at. the Technical and Commercial

School of Audis Ababa. Thus, vocational and technical training in Ethiopia

had lagged behind, .

In addition to this disparity, the educational system had been

developed more in the urban than in the rural areas. Most secondary, schools

were established in Addis Ababa, Shoa and Eritrea. »Since rural students: did

not have sufficient access to secondary education, only a fraction of the total

number could pass the school leaving certificate examination and be admitted

to the university,,

In Ethiopia admission to the next higher level of education is obtained

only by passing an examination. The national examinations are takun at three

levels; the first national examination: is taken at;the end of the sixth grade,

and the second at the end of the eighth grade and the last at the end of.twelfth

grade, ,-.;■--■

Beyond1 the sixth grade, facilities for higher education are very limited

and hence competition is very keen. Very few can be admitted to secondary

school and among those who complete secondary school, only a few are admitted

to the university. Thus, the educational system accomnodates only those few

who are finally admitted to the university. Those who; fail the different

national examinations are not allowed to repeat classes because facilities are
■United and reserved.

Students who ffil in these examinations become school leavers-

without the preparation necessary to enter

the labour market. The proportion or r'eaales wno fail in these examinations

is greater than that among males because of the economic, social and cultural

pressures exerted on women. Statistics indicating male and female enrolments

and examination success are provided below: ,_■..:.:_■.,.

Enrolment by grade and sex in 1977-197S

Grades

1-6

7-8.

9-12.

Male

Number

765,518

9j,165 .

o9,865

Percentipe

6782

. 64.8

66.2 .

Femle

Number

374,6G9

50,715

45,#43

Pr'rccn.t^r*';

32.2

• 3.5 .,2

Total

1,143,207

143,SCO

13b,704

SOURCE: National Examination Be^rd, Ministry of Education.
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As is'indicated in the.chart above, during the academic year 1977 to

1974 of the total enrolment in grades one through six, 32.o per cent were

girls; in.grades seven through eir-ht, 35 k 2 per cent and in grades.nine

through 12/ 33.8 per cent were girls* . . .

Result of Grade Six National Examination by Sex

Year

Itaber Examined Passed Failed

, F

66,935 I

|
37,26 [104,254

■103,039

25,00;

27,0oi

76,:71 t 12,£61

12,'497

27,941

27,429*

Result of Grade Eight National lixaaiiiiation by

Year

1977

197S

Number Examined

M

' 45,1-26'

43,420

...p ..

■'- 24,669 ;

26,272

'- ™

69,755 :

69,6y2^.

. Passed

1 34,4I§:-

,. 33,2*4.7.

-V- F

■10,437

T '

Failed

fa

10,707

10,133

F -; ■■ ■

U, 232

a, 673

T

li>, jZ9

Io,ii06

Of the total, number of girls who sat for the grade six examination ~

in 1^7i>, 31.6 per cent failed compared to 23.5 per cent of--the uoys. Of

the total- number of girls who sat for the ^rade Jigjit examination 33 per

cent failed compared to 23,5 per ccmt for boys. .Tiiis shows that the number

of girls,who fail, sixth grade anu eighth grade examinations is higher than

the number of boys* who do so. Since job opportunities are scarce, these

girls!,are bound to later be engaged in unproductive and anti-social activities.

! In order to help girls who leave school develop juarketable skills,

tne educational system should ptomote non-formal education at a national

level.- In ..this Way,, the Majority of sucn Qirls, cpulu cam their l^.veli-

h.ood and be self-sufficient without engaging in ahti-social activities.

2. Non-foetal Education -

Non-formal.education refers to education which is functional

oriented towards the world of work. It provides knowletge and skills to
those whom the formal educational system/.cannot, serve It i othIt .jives another
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chance to school leavers and also helps graduates who can not enter the

working world on the basis of their academic knowledge alone.

Non-formal education can help both young people'and adults. It prepares

people for employment in order to make theia productive citizens' and also
develops the skills and knowledge of those who ^ru already employed; Non-

formal education varies;' it includes agricultural extension, on-the-:job
training, in-service training, apprenticeships and training in such varied ;
subjects as adult literacy, nutrition and health, family planning and rural :

services.

Non-formal education has no accredited institutional system. It can

be carried out by various sponsors on different levels which need not have

any systematic relationship with one another.

G. Economically Active and ^on-Active Populations -■ - ::

The National Sample Survey-Second Round shows tnat young people in Ethiopia

participate in various productive activities such as herding livestock,
weeding, harvesting, domestic services, etc. The following tables indicate
the economically active and economically non-active populations xn -the ,. -

country by age and sex. . ■< . ■'■■■-.

Economically Active and Non-Active Male populations by Age.Groug- ..

Age Group

10-14

15-19

20-24

'25-29

30-34 .

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

TOTAL

Economically Active

Number

792,200

660,300

. 501,700

636,400

597,100

7 55S/100

■ 443,600

301,300

287,600

173,500

4,951,800

Percentage.

80.1

8SV5/

95.9

98.4

9S.3

99.3 '

98.8

98,4

98.1

97.7 .,

* ' 93.5

Economically Won-active

Number

197,000

85,700

21,200

10,200

8,100

3,300

5,500

4, GOO

5,600

4,100

346,000

Percentage

19.9

11.5 .

, 4.1

1.6

1.3

0.7

1.2

1.6

.1.9 .

2.3

6.5

Total

.-Number

;9b9,200 .

746,000

522,900

646,600

605,200

561,900

449,100

306,100

293,200

177,600

5,297,300

Percentage

100.0

it

it

■ it

ii

II

11

tl

tl

-

100.0

1/ Results ofjhc National Sample Survey Second Round, Volume I,

The Demography"of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa, January 1574.



Economically Active and Non-active Female

Age Group

10-14

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

TOTAL

Economically Active

Number

203,700

190,200

216,100

287,300

242,300

191,000

163,300

90,000 ;

. 99,700

54,500

1,713,100

:Percentage

26ei

29.7

32.0

. 34.3

34.o

36.4

36.5

35.4

36.5- ■■;

32,9

Populations by

Economically Non-active

Number

557,200

450,000

458,800

549,500

454,300

334,400

2S4,700

164,200

- 173,100

70,600

3,426,500

Percentage

73.2

70.3

6G.0

65.7

6b.2

63. b

65.5

"64;.6';

63.3

67.1

_■". £7. l'
. i -.'-''

A«e GrouD^-'

.

: Numbor

760,900

640,200

674,900

836,800

696,600

525,400

448,000

; '254^,200

272,300

104,800

5,214,600

Total

Percentage

100.0

It

M

. ■:. -

ii

.».

"

. -■ ' »

■■

. 100.0

Below are some additional facts concerning economically active and
non-active populations in Ethiopia:

Total population coyereii:; 1(3,$12,400.. Among these 6,669,000
(63.4 pet cent including both sex^js) were found to-be economically active,
while 3,S42,500. (36.6 per cent) we(re found to be non-active.

1 ' Total female population covered: 5,214,600. Among, thes.c- 1,718,100
(32.9 per cent)'between" the ages of 10 and 59 are economicaUy active,
while(67.1 per cent) &re economically non-active. ' ■'.

Total male populatioh covered: .5,297,^00. Of thes4 4,951,800
(93.5"per cent) between the ages" of 10 aod 59,are economically active,'
while 6.5 per cent ate economically'noii-active.

Of the female*population between the ages of .10 and 14, 26.a per
cent are economically active and 73.2 per cent are non-active. '

Of the male population between the ages,of 10.and 1^,80.1 per cent
are economically active and'19.9 rper cent aft nonTactive. ".'[ ■ '.,'''.■".

•This shows that the proportion of female wiio are economically active
is only 33.per cent while thtproportion among maies is9i>5 per cent.

,- ]J . Results of the National SSupi^ Swcvzy Second Round, Volume I, \-
The Dcsio.-Traphy of Ethiopia. Addis Ababa, January 1974, Page 47-4G. -' : ''■
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Therefore, Ways and means should be designed to make more feinales

economically active, One of the ways this can be accomplished is by promot
ing non-formal education.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF TRAINING INSTITUTIONS AND MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT IW ETHIOPIA

According to the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs Report, of

1977-1978, there are 90 government and 31 private training institutions.

Among these it is worthwhile to mention the technical schools of Addis

Ababa and Asmara, and the cocaerclsl schools and teacher training schools

which supply manpower for higher and middle level technical and vocational

fields* Hospitals and mission training institutions train nurses and other
medical personnel,,

The Labour Statistics Bulletin of the Ministry of Labour and Social

Affairs of 1979 shows the number of trainees^in the fields of medicine,

pharmacy, public health, sanitation, medical technology, ntirsing, community

nursing and health in 1970 totaled 1,653. Among these, 1,310 were male and

only 343(20.8 per centjwere female. Qf>the total,number of participants,

1,013 (61.3 per cent) completed their training: of;these only 12.1 per cent

were female. , ,.

Of the \o%sxl female enrolment in the fields of pharmacy, public

hualth, medical technology, nursing, community nursing and health assistance,

the percentage of those who graduated in each field was 9.09 per cent, 50 per

cent, 53.01 per cent, 45.2 per cent and 100 per cent respectively. Although

11.5 per cent and 2O2 per cent of those enrolled in the fields of medicine

and sanitation respectively were female, none;completed their training. The

highest enrolment of female participants was in the field of nursing, (Not

including community nursing, 53.4 per cent of the total number of enrolled

females were in nursing.) Of the total females graduated, the highest

percentages were in nursing (48.74 per cent) and health assistance (34,67

per cent). While the percentages of those graduating in community nursing

was 14.01 per cent, the percentage of those graduating in the fields of pharmacy,

and public bv >h and medical technology was negligible (0,5 per cent,

and 1,5 per cent respectively).

Although the number of females who undertake training is very low, the

number of those who complete their training is encouraging. While of the

total number of males enrolled 62,1-per cent completed their training, of the
total number of females enrolled 58-per cent completed their training.

,. t , J \_ ''.;'; - v>.;- . ■■"■ ■

During 1977-197S, in^ industrial technical training (specifically in

the fields of engineering, architecture^ engineering t^chno^ogy, craftsman

ship and handicrafts) the total enrolment was 3,<i5'9«Of tK.^se 68 per cent
were male and 32 per cent were female. ~" " *: --...
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0£ the total number o£ females, the enrolment percentage per field

shows that the overwhelming majority (89 per cent) undertook the training

given for handicraft workers. While 6.1 per cent enrolled in craftsmanship

only 4.2 per cent enrolled in engineering technology and only 0.7 per cent

in engineering ami architecture. Of the total female enrolment in eacn
field the percentage of females who completed their training was 25 per cent

in engineering and architecture, 46,2 per cunt in engineering technology,

52.36'per cent in handicrafts and 66.7 per cent'in Craftsmanship.

! While of the total number s?f itemale trainee^"52i79 per cent completed

their training, of the total autiftjer of male trainees only 38.57 per 'cgftt ■■":.'
completed their training. This is because of the'"higher number of female'
trainees in handicraft work and because of the increased number of institutions

offering courses in handicrafts, '
: '': '■: ■ ' -.ut

Secretarial and Related Training;

Position ''■'

Trained for

Accountants ailU ;

middle-level

managers

Account clerks

Secretaries

Typists

Other commercial

positions

TOTAL

dumber of ;

, Repprting

Institutions

2

2

1

14

9

2b

Aftnual ;

Enrolment

172

346

543

Period of

Training

4-S...yrs»- -

liatt-3yrs

2-3 yrs.

6mts.-2yrs

2-4 yrs.

-

iiaabex in ;
Training

Total

.307

241

710

1,060

2,140

4,45fi

Female

54

79'

390

974

1,367

2,864

No. Who Completed

, Training

Total

70

159

3ts2-

770

791

2,172

Female

11

38

'179

723

575

1,526

SOURCE: The Training of Manpower in Ethiopia, 1977-1978, Ministry of

Labour and Social Affairs, Addis Ababa.

The above table shows that in programmes providing secretarial and

related training of the total enrolment which was 4,458, 64,24 per cent were

females and only 35.76 per cent were males. The total number of male

graduates was 40.53 per cent while the total number of female graduates was

53.28 pur cent.

The percentage of females training to become account clerks was only

32.8 per cent; even fewer women (17.6 per cent) trained to become accountants

and middle-level managers. Conversely of those who trained to become
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secretaries and typists, 97.9 per cent and;91.9*per cent respectively were
women. Finally, of those engaged in other commercial training, ^3*9-per cent
wer^ women. .'.'".' . . ..;..' ..-.

Of the females enrolled in the.various fields, the percentage." of „
those who 6ompleted their training was 3.6 per cant'for accountants and
middle-level managers, 15*6.per, cent for account, plerks,68,2 per cent for
typists, 26.3 per cent for :those enrolled in other commercial training and :
25.2 per cent for secretaries.« ■,.. , .. . ,

The manpower division of "the Ministry qf.Labour and Social -Affairs"
has also reported on other training institutions such as the Ethiopian Airlines
training programme for pilots and cabin crew and training programmes in
fields such as catering and tourism, fine arts and musAc, . How&ver> the ■ :
number of female trainees in these programmes has"Been very' small."

v Generally, the 1977-1978 report of the Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs *on manpower development in Ethiopia.shows a, trend towards formal: = ■••■-.
education at accredited institutipns,,whiich only those few Who have passed
the-required entrance examination can aittend-F Those Students who for various
reasons cannot continue thedr studiee at such institutions attend,

alternative-institutions. The following table lists "examples' of the
institutions most female school leavers:in Ethiopia;attend to obtain further ■
training and acquire marketable skills,: i

\ 1/ Dropouts who have completed lower grade levels are accepted
in tpe above mentioned institutions after they have completed the grade
level required for admission through evening study.1

x:
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Name and Location

Of Institution
Position for Which

Training is Provided

Course j,

Duration

Requirement For

Admission

WADU Agricultural Training Centre

Wollayta^ Sotio i

Bako Agricultural Training
Centre,. $ollega

Kolleta Agricultural Training

Centre, Shoa

Ethiopian Adventist College,

Shashemene, Shoa

Ethiopian Red Cross School

cjf Nursing, Addis Ababa

Menp.lik II Hospital,Medical

Assistants Training Centre

Addis Ababa

Central Nursing School, Addis

Ababa : '■"""

Menen Hospital, Health

Assistant Training School,

Asmara

Menen School of Nursing,

Asmara

Agricultural exten

sion specialists

Agricultural exten-

.specialists'

Agricultural exten

sion specialists

Agriculture

specialists

Nurses

Health Assistants,

pharmacists, lab

technicians, X-ray-

technicians
N

I X-Ray technicians

Health Assistants

Nurses

6 months

6 months

6 months

2 years

years

Is years

2 years

ll years
Is years

2l years

ll years

years

Completion of .:

^ l6

Completion of,

Oracle l2

Completion of

grade 12

Completion of

grade 10

Completion of

grade 11

10th grade

11th grade

11th grade

,llt;h grade

11th: .grade.. ,

Completion of

grade 9 and

.above

Completion of

grade 11

SOURCE: The Training of Manpower in Ethiopia 1977-1978, Ministry of
Labour and Social Affairs, Addis Ababa.

In addition to the hospitals listed in the above chart, six other
hospitals in different administrative regions offer nursing, health
assistance, and other* related courses. These programmes require from
six months to three years to complete. ■

The following chart provides information about institutions which
offer vocational and technical training in a variety of fields.
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Name and Location'

Of Institution :■
Fields of Study

■■v-Offered

Course

Duration

Requirement For

.: Admission

Ethiopian Airlines Training

Centre, Addis Ababa

Telecommunications Institute,
Addis Ababa !

Ethiopian Electric Light and

Power Agency Training Centre,

Addis Ababa

Ethiopian Handicrafts Centre,

Addis Ababa

Philadelphia Church Mission,

Awasa, Sidamo

Ethiopian Adventist College,

Kuyera, Shashemene

Bethlehem Training Centre,

Aadis Ababa

Saba sewing Centre*

Addis Ababa

Air framp and poy/.er

plant work

Training for linemer

and operators

Electro-mechanics

3amboo work

Carpentry, auto

mechanics and

'mechanics

Home economics,

building and auto

technicians

Sewing, knitting

- -and embroidery

1-2 years

1-6 months

18 months

1 year

3 years

years

3 months

'Tj"*yeaxs '

Completion of

grade 12

Completipn of
grade 8 to

college level

Completion of

grsde 12

Completion of

6th grade

Completion of

grade 6

Completion of

grade 12

Ability to

read and write

Amharic; also

English and

mathematics

Most female school' leavers attend, the commercial .stream and/or
typing schools. In Addis Ababa alone there are many typing schools. As

the organizers of the typing scnools run their institutions to earn a

profit, no academic background is .required for auanission.
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III. CASE STUDIES OF TRAINING PROGRAMMES

A. Home Economics Programmes

Home economics programmes are organized at different levels:
at the high school level, at junior colleges and as part of the agricultural
extension programme. The agricultural extension programme whicfr trains home
agents as promoters of rural development has been one> of the most iMfbrtait'

programmes in the social and economic development of Ethiopia* Home agents
are development workers whose tasks include strengthening-thewometiys -
association, offering leadership skills and using trained leaders to-reach
large groups of women in the.rural areas, :; :, .

, ,jn order tp.,£elp r^jral women* men and youth raist dheir ■•■-'/
standard of living and participate actively in the social> pblitifcal and j
economic development of the nation, dissemination of information and training
in new skills are necessary. Non-formal education in the form of home economics
training programmes can achieve these goals. Home economics training can holp
women improve upon primitive methods of accomplishing dt&estii shore's.; thus
freeing them to participate more fully in development programmes. Home economics
training can help unemployed rural youth by preparing them for effective work
in rural development- This has the additional benafit df arresting the migration
of rural youth to cities ancL towns to look for jobs.

The home economics extention programme of the Ministry of Agriculture
was established in 1973 in Addis Afaaba. The Ministry of Agriculture's aim

has been ,tp effect a co-ordinated effort in response to the needs of the
subsistance farming population. It focus has been not only on increased
productivity but also on social change for all members of the farm fatoily
including men, women and youth. ' - ^ i'-■

In order to bring this change into effect; the Extension "and Project
Implementation, Department lEPID). of the Ministry of A&ricultiirey' assisted by
the Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United NationV <FAO}> conducted
a study in 1974 on the-development of home economics extension as ah integral
part of the agricultural extension-programme* This; study recommended that:

1, .The home economics programmes should be an integral part:of EPID;

2. Home economics training institutions along with other agricultural
education institutions should be established; and - , ;

3«, Extension programmes should>be Co-ordinated with those of other
agencies at the national.regional and local levels.

Accordingly, under EPID the home economics extension programme
started its pilot project in the field. The objectives of the programme are:

1. To improve the knowledge, skills and attitudes of tne farm family and
the rural population on the ;whole in order to enable ih&a to,manage and
utilize their resources wisely;
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2. To promote village technologies so that women's work at home could
be facilitated; ...

3. To motivate women to participate in the political, social and economic
activities of their communities; and ..'.

4. To improve the nutritional status of the farm family,

While the home economics extension programme was originally under

EPID, since 1979 it has been made a part of the Agricultural Development •

Division within the Ministry of Agriculture. The Ministry has a training
department which is charged with developing a curriculum and training the

manpower necessary for the Ministry. The home economics section and the

training department work together very closely. In addition to training '■'■

the home agents and women's leaders, they also train farmers in agriculture.

At the request of the Relief and Rehabilitation Commission, they also train
settlers in .agriculture and home economics. -:

Admission Requirements ::

. One requirement for admission to the home economics extensionr-

programme is completion of comprehensive high school* Candidates are also

expected to succeed in the interview and pass the entrance examinations of

the Ministry, Those who are willing to work in rural areas and able to speak

the dialect of the region receive priority. ;

Trainees are recruited from all administrative regions. During training

they stay in the training centres and receive 10-15 Ethiopian Birr (equivalent

to US$5-7) per month as pocket money. The training programme accepts mostly

girlsJ there are only one or two boys in the average group of forty trainees.

The trainees are not considered employees of the Ministry until they successfully

complete both basic and practical training which takes; six to ten months. Just

after they complete their basic training they are assigned to one of the rural

areas and work under the supervision of an experienced home agent or other

senior, staff member. After they complete the practical training which unusually

requires six to ten months, they, are assigned to serve as assistant home agents.

Those who serve for at least one and one half years return for an in-service

course for approximately two months. The latter constitutes a follow-up
programme.

Every year, from 1974 to 1980 about 40 trainees graduate :from the

training centres. Since 1980 the number of trainees has been raised to 60.

The seven training centres in six administrative regions are as: follows:

Region Centre

1. Arsi Bekoji

■ "' ; '2. ; Gon&ar : i';11. :: "\r " .. Worota; \ ["\ ■ '' ;
: 3. Harrarghe ' " Gewane

4. Shoa . Holeta

5. Tigrai ' Selekieka
6. Wollo Compplcha ; :

7. Shoa Bako
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Nature of the Training Programme

The programme covers food production, preservation and handling;
child care and family development; personal and environmental hygiene;
housing, clothing; the introduction of village technology to lighten the
work load and income-generating activities such as gardening and crafts.

Since 1980, three typ&s of skill training have been included in the
home economics programmes for field staff. The areas of training of the
first group were' as follows:

Areas of Training Number of Graduates

Pottery making 4

Crafts 7

Bamboo work 3

The second group had 13 graduates and the third group grew to 23.
The department has the intention of increasing the number of trainees every
year. Up until this time only females have participated in the skill
training programmes.

In addition to the above training programmes, a leadership training
programme is offered to selected women who belong to the women's associations
and who have the potential to lead other women. Home agents are responsible
for this course. Since 1976 approximately 1,484 women have taken the leader
ship course. Although the leadership programme does not offer employment
opportunities for out-of-school girls, it is mentioned here because it is
an integral part of the home economics extension programme.

Teaching Staff

The home economics field staff consists of eight regional experts who
have completed the twelfth grade*and two years of basic and practical home
economics training and who have four years of work experience. There are also
25 awraja (county) experts who have completed high school and have two years
of training. At wereda (district) level, there are 143 home agents who have
also completed high school and have 18 months of training.

At headquarters, the home economics section works on a team
basis. The team leader is a university graduate who has post-graduate
training. In addition there are three experts who are also university
graduates, as well as three technicians.

Financial Assistance

Formerly, the hone economics programme under EPID received financial
support from UNICEF, FAO, SIUA, USAID and WFP, Since the change in the
structure of the Ministry brought the programme under the Agricultural
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Dev-1~~r— 1 ■:' (AAD), the main ; ^ ' * fir-^-r-1 aid has been UNICEF.

According to the evaluation report of UNICEF, from 1575 to 1979 WJg&J.,._
allocated US$680,000 to the programme in cash, supplies and «l«JP"«** *n
the future, it is expected the salary of the project's leaders will be paid

by the community itself■>

Integration of the Programme

■ The training programme should be integrated with the a^iv*^s °*
local associations and governmental organizations workingin^ community
and especially with the literacy programme. However no eff?rt *** bee"

-^^SWp from
lF2£^KS2h«. been invited to teach and attend programs,
no effort has been made to integrate the programme at the planning level.

Problems

A shortage of qualified personnel at headquarters has been a problem
since the programed inception and for this reason the programme is not
supervised and evaluated regularly. The overlapping responsibilities ^ the
training department and the home economics team causes inefficiency. Moreover,
the «aininl department which is responsible for developing the manpower of
the Ministry does not have.a home economist.

As far as the shortage of manpower is concerned, UNICEF has allocated
..oney fo^hfmanpower necessary at headquarters. ttrcw. the home economics
section will not benefit from this assistance.

In-service Training

The home economics section provides occasional in-service training;
as was mentioned earlier.this serves as a follow-up programme which helps■ _
To ^fl skills of the home agents. Some of the shortccmngs^f the
home agents are reported by the supervisor and discussed in the in-service

. course. .: . ■-■ . ■ -;': ■;■

Even though there are many applicants, the Ministry only a«*Pts
40-60 students because of the limited facilities available. Mostof the time
all of them complete the course. Job placement is not a problem because
?he number of students who are accepted never exceeds the number who can be

employed* •

Future Plans

The home economics section intends to train more women leaders to help
*---, inVaining rural women. While 135 districts were covered m 1980,

■ •- _. . :.r.3 to c --fr 4^0districts by 1984.
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At present, home agents are sent abroad for a short training

programme lasting from six to nine months. In the future, the section

plans to send home agents abroad for training for a longer period of time.

These home agents would then be promoted upon their return.

Other future plans include the following:

1. The staff at the head office should be increased so that

supervision, evaluation and follow-up can be carried out regularly;

2. The extension programme of the Ministry of Agriculture should

be integrated with other development programmes in the country;

3. The home economics section should work closely with women's and

peasants1 associations; the programme could be strengthened if it received

relevant,vital information from these organizations; and

a. So that home agents might communicate more easily with adults,

adult education should be included in the training programme.

Evaluation and Concluding Remarks

The home economics programme is very vital to the rural farm family.

When we visited the Sebeta Women's Association, which is served by the home

agents, we could observe the appreciation the peasant women had for the

programme. It was also readily evident that the women were informed about

personal and environmental hygiene, nutrition and gardening.

We were also able to see that women of the community worked together,

discussed their problems and found solutions for them. These was well accepted

and that an attitudinal change had taken place since its inception.

However, more could be done and the programme could be reinforced if

required personnel could be employed. In fact,UNICEF had allocated funds for

the needed personnel but the section did not employ added personnel, asserting

that it could manage with currently available manpower.

Rural development cannot be achieved only by raising agricultural

output. Other steps which help to improve the quality of life for the farm

population should also be taken. Steps could include educating the farm

family about nutrition, personal and environmental hygiene, child care and

development, literacy, arithmetic and other skills. Since the extension

programme of the Ministry of Agriculture attempts to cover the above-mentioned

subjects, it is clearly a worthwhile programme. However, the home economics

programme seems to be designed only for girls and women and tends to limit

instruction to traditionally female fields. Other training and information

on improved agricultural practices, the development of co-operatives and the

conservation of soil and water, which are essential parts of rural development,

should also be taught for the benefit of men and women alike.
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Lessons to te Learned

Home economics extension programmes are flexible and can include an
adult literacy programme, youth activities and a women's programme They can

mlwi"^ t° suitthtne^s of the population in question, Training
rural youth through home economics extension programmes so that they can

?fP^ipate in^u?id\ng the nation "ill help to accelerate rural development
in Ethiopia. Although means of achieving the goals of development differ from
country to country, home economics extension programmes may be equally helpful
in advancing development goals in other countries. neiprui
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B- Opportunities..in Craftsmanship in Ethiopia ..

Opportunities in Craftsmanship in Ethiopia is a training programme designed
to meet the"needs of unemployed youth 'in Addis Ababa. Although the number of

school leavers in need of jobs is very high, this programme has only helped a few
of them to become employed. If the programme can eventually help a greater number

of unemployed young people, it could become one of the important development programmes
which help the unschooled and school leavers to become productive citizens.

The training centre, located on the Ambo Road, started to operate in Addis
Ababa in 1973. At its inception, a group of concerned individuals from different
organizations including the National Labour Union.* UNESCO, the Ministry of
Agriculture, the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Labour carried out a
study on the need for trained manpower and identified an area in which trained man
power was critically needed. The study group found that manpower was needed in the

construction industry. Subsequently, the International Centre of OIC (Opportunities
Inudstrialized Centre), located in the United States, launched a free job training
facility to fulfil this need. The International Centre has provided assistance for
this programme in Ethiopia from 1972 to 1976.

The objectives of the programme are to assist the community in reducing
unemployment and to supply the building industry with needed skilled manpower. Since

: rtris an unconventional field for girls only a very small number of girls have
joined the programme. If attitudes could be changed through an education and
information campaign about the programme, more girls who are out-of-school might
choose to join it.

Admission Requirements ...

\ : The programme is designed to accommodate students who have graduated from the
^ighth through twelfth grades and who have an inclination towards and potential for
;;WQrk m the building trades. Trainees are between 13 and 25 years of age. The

centre takes school leavers and those who are unemployed or underemployed who have
resided in Addis Ababa for at least two years. About 20 to 25 per cent of the
entering students are female.

At;the beginning of every training programme approximately 300 to 500 people
apply for admission,to the centre. However, owing to limited facilities and a

shortage of staff, the centre only accepts 100 applicants. From-1973 to 1979, the
centre has trained 400 people who subsequently secured employment in different
sectors in both rural and urban areas. The chart which follows indicates the
number of yearly graduates from this programme during the period from 1973/1974 to
1980/1981 by profession and sex.

- ' , ■ • •

Feeder Training and .Vocational Training

The trailing programme consists-of feeder training and vocational training.
Feeder training .is a pre-vocational programme designed to motivate^ and prepare

individuals to acquire skills in different fields such as the"building trade
industry services9 plumbing and electrical wiring. *
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Activities of the feeder programme include the following:

Communications skills:

Mathematical skills:

Motivational and

attitudinal training

Consumer science:

Job finding techniques

6. Ethiopian history:

1.

3.

Students are. trained to read, write, listen, speak
and interpret Smharic properly. English is also
taught as a foreign language.

Basic mathematical operations are taught. Stress
is placed on understanding, accuracy and application,

This class is concerned with personality development
Subjects covered include personal hygiene, grooming
and interpersonal relationships

This class exposes students to aspects of economics
such as planning, budgeting, purchasing, etc.

Trainees are prepared, for interviews and instructed
as to how to write a personal resume, fill out job

application forms and accept responsibility.

This course provides students with understanding .and
knowledge of their country and its history and
development.

The following subjects ,are, covered as part of the vocational training:

Carpentry;and construction: Trained-ar'e taught about constructing, erecting and
repairing fixtures of wood, plywood and wallBoard.

2. Electrical house wiring:

Masonry:

Plumbing:

Trainees are taught to repair electrical fixtures,
control equipment and plan installation and layouts
consistent with the specifications of local building
codes. , &

Trainees acquire skill in laying fire brick, factory
tile, ordinary concret blocks and stones.'

In this course trainees acquire skill in assembling,
installing and repairing pipes, fittings, fixtures
for heating water and drainage systems." : l '
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Financial Support

When the centre opened, a number of agencies assisted the programmes. Among

these agencies were:

1. International Centre of OIC (Opportunities Industrialized Centre of

Philadelphia. This organization was the main source of funding and

technical assistance from 1972 to 1976;

2. Christian Relief and Development Organization;

3. British Council of Churches; and

4. National Lottery Administration.

At present all the above mentioned institutions have withdrawn their assistance.

Most agencies approached for assistance have expressed agreement on the condition

that the Government become involved in the activities of the centre.

Consequently3 in order to integrate its programme with the overall development

plan of the country, OICE is working very closely with the business community,

industrial concerns and the Government. It also works with the Ministry of Education

and the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs.

.Because of lack of"funds the centre could not afford to maintain the large

number of qualified staff which it had originally employed; it was forced to

reduce its staff members from 13 to six. In order to alleviate .financial
problems, staff members and students now participate in income-generating activities

such as repairing pipe lines and school desks and building stores.

Also because of its financial problems, the centre could no longer continue to

provide the free training it had originally offered. In 1979, trainees began to r

approximately two-thirds of the expenses. Subsequently, in 1980 the centre began

to charge every trainee Br. 375 annually. Also in order to increase its revenue,

the centre began to accept more trainees than available facilities can comfortably

accomodate.

Problems: -- ' • '

The lack of financial support and shortage of staff members have paralyzed the

;.:centre. Even' though the centre has tried to raise funds by submitting requests for

assistance to different funding agencies, no one has come to its rescue.

It is estimated that the centre needs US$182,900 of financial aid to maintain

its programmes. Consequently, the centre has submitted a proposal to the Provision"1
Military Government of Socialist Ethiopia, the National Revolutionary Development

Campaign and the Central Planning Council requesting funds. It has also requested

financial aid-from the National Committee on Self Development in New York.

When the programme was initiated, the centre- had plans to complete its
workshops and obtain all;.necessary equipment. None of this has taken place due to

the shortage, of funds. The programme once had a job placement programme and
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follow-up system. These, too, have been eliminated owing to the shortage of .staff.
At present, the centre is not even able to pay the salaries of its staff- regularly.

Future Plans ■ '

The centre plans to:

1.;: Expand its programme, by including additional subjects like tailoring and
;. r ■■,-. alternationsj

2. Open small factories;

3. Increase the number of students it aceepts by about 50 per cent provided
it receives the financial assistance.it has requested;

4. Revise its curriculum in order to meet the need for skilled manpower;
and .- ■■ . ■ ' ' .._■:■

5. Restore; an efficient follow-up system.

In the. deport submitted to-the.National Revolutionary Campaign it was indicated
.that the programme director plans■■ to submit reports to the Board of Directors, funding
agencies and-the National development C^aign every six months, "so that all the .-
concerned organizations will fee-able to accurately evaluate the.activities and '
programmes of the centre.

Evaluation and Concluding Remarks

One excellent feature :.of this programme is the trainees -participation in solving
thevproUemS encountered ,by the centre, This helps them to^be, farsighted and develops
good judgement. Moreover, .their participation in income-generating activities for the
centre helps them to develop their skills and their social relationships.

...The. major problem with this programme is a financial one; Since there is a
very. high/, demand-Of the type,of..training givoo by OlCE and since the Government has
established an institution called Building Construction which deinands-a.Oarge number-
of trained staff, the training of middle level manpower in the Building trades is
very vital. The Government should take an interest.and be -inypived in"such training
so that the efforts of different institutes might be co-ordinated. ■ ""

^ the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs is responsible for providing
solutions.^ to the social' problems of-.the country and, since unemployment is a major .. .
problem,, it^. too-, should be interested and involved in this programme.

Moreover, the Ministry of Education should have a policy for school leavers.
Training only those who can succeed in the formal school system means training the few
and.neglecting the majority. / By; taking an interest in/this programme, the Ministry
of Education could give school leavers an opportunity to become productive citizens.
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Lessons to be learned

Although this training programme
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Curriculum

The following table indicates in-service courts given in various- towns during 1977,

Town

1. Addis

Ababa

2. Jimma

3. Agaro

4. Nazreth

Courses

Housekeeping,

Food preparation

French for

receptionists

Catering, house

keeping and general

introduction relate
to profession

Housekeeping, food

preparation, cater

ing and general

introduction

11/4/77-21/7/77

10/1/77-9/4/77

20/5/77-19/7/77

Feb.-Mar. 1977

Mar. 2-4, 1977

Jul. 8-Aug.3O

1977

Number of participants

50

31

29

247

93

136

36

of the Ras Hotel in Harrar took the in-service

courses

A.

^ The curriculum for trainees entering the programme includes the following

Housekeeping Department .

However sincfl^Q S? \^ stud^ts were recruited for this department.
However, since 1979, all recruits have completed high school. This deDartment
accepts only girls and trains them for one year. department
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A. Subjects taught include:

1. Housekeeping "■--■■■

2. Psychology

3. Tourism

4. Catering hygiene

5. Languages (Arabic, English and French)

B. Reception Department.

In this department, both boys and girls are accepted. Subjects are:

1. Commercial subjects

2. Reception

3. Tourism

4. Typing

5. Housekeeping

6. Psychology

7. Languages (French and English) ■

C- Catering Department

Both boys and girls are enrolled in this department. Subjects include:

1. Catering

2. Commercial subjects

3. Psychology

U. Tourism

5. Catering hygiene

6. Languages (French, English and Arabic)

D.. Food Preparation Department

Until 1980 the department of food preparation only accepted boys. They

have since realized that women can also perform this work very well and thus have

begun accepting girls. Subjects are:

1. Food preparation (practical training)

2. Control

. . 3. Tourism .

4. Commercial subjects

5. Languages (English and French)

E. Food and Beverage Control Departments

This department accepts both boys and girls. Subjects include:

1. Food pricing

2. Commercial subjects

3. Tourism

4. Hotel administration

5. Services

6. English
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Teaching Staff ■ ,

^^^^^^^^ foreign staff as experts and

Always ^^^^^t^T*/** leave the'countyther, is
staff «,«, will be sent aLadfor furtherSnin6, T ""^ that EthioPia"
will be up-graded to the expert level. S' °Pon thei.r: «*urn, they

The four levels among the staff are as! follows: ' ' ' ' \ \ ' [.■

:- five years of wfrk expSce! Well-knoMn un"^itiess theyhave at least

2. Associate

3• Senior

, distant:^-r^a^lo. in the field of hotel and touri^ith eight
ght year.

*♦..-' Junior .

Assistant ^holde^of^diplo^a in the field of hotel

except tne experts who serve

has always employed pa^-tim teaches"%speciallv to*1USt:'?*<?*&#*■ ^each^s, it
subjects as nutrition and health. esPecially to teach languages and such

Physical

can on^cco^Xf otudenfs^o^i^^' *^ =^-^>^ *«, -11 and
accommodates only-12 peopie at a tie a rtl ^J00™* ^^e one.Mtchen, which
two small classrooms and a library Even thouaWh '• i- ^<=°>™odateS only 10;

the number of trainees, the size of avIilableS<^%^H\ •"& ^^ to■*«»•
trainees who can be accommodated. Absent Zl^r^3^^^^ °f '
the Qhion, Hotel as a classroom This tSEK» ^i *? I! MS*S QPe °f the halls °f
to increase:,the number of trainees to 135 ^ SplutioI» ha£! en^>^ the institute

Agencies Involved in the Pro

addition-to .givw advice cohrSnS W heX^^- dev^°Plng the curriculum.-
Institute and th^MinLtry S S are ™?ttlu!1- «"! Ethiopian.^utritioa

isxry or Health are also involved in teaching activities
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Problems .,*,.. si

At present there is shortage of professional experts and teaching staff.

A Yugoslav expert is teaching,in the food preparation department and it is.Clear

that all other departments need at least one;qualified expert each. Until-now. the

institute has depended on expatriates and this.cannot continue. Sending staff members

abroad for further training is necessary and securing scholarships and fellowships

for Ethiopian teachers is essential. . .

A limited budget has significantly curtailecL the activities of the centre.

For example the hotel management and catering department needs a model hotel for

practical training. However, the institute does not have .one and thus students

go from hotel to hotel for practical work.

A final problem concerns"employment conditions; of new graduates. The

institute's graduates are hot remunerated on,.the basis of their academic background

and their training. This has caused dissatisfaction.

Future Plans ... ..,.,.■

The following plans are envisaged for the future:

1. Students will be trained according to the,manpower requirements of the tourist

industry; . ;..:

2. The number of trainees in in-service courses will be increased and these

courses will be offered in different administrative regions; : \

3. Scholarships and fellowships will be sought for staff members. The institute

hopes that by next year some teachers can be sent abroad for higher education; '

4. The institute believes that the existing curriculum is limited and does not

cover related areas, the^efore, it plans to develpp a new curriculum to
better meet the growing needs of the hotel industry^

5. Trainees will be involve^,in the "planning of the programme; and

6. More space and room's for the institute will be secured in co-operation with

V several hotels.

■Evaluation ah<i- Concluding Remarks .

■ .r..'.■■."">■* At the- programme's inception, securing employment for the graduates was

very-difficult. : At present the number of trainees is bas«d on the requirement of

the hotel industry and the problem of securing employment for graduates is more or

less solved. However9 since the number of trainees the industry needs is limited,

the number of students accepted must likewise be limited.

■■■■'■ Three improvements could be made to this programme:

1. f- -The prbgramme should be evaluated regularly and follow-up programmes should

be carried out'j . r- ■'■■..
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2. Trainees should be involved in the planning of the programme; .and

"3. Approaches and tactics should be flexible so that the programme can be adapted
' - to hanging situations and structures. Originally the ins-titute catered

; f6r private agencies and organizations. Since the nationalization of most
of the hotels in 1974, the institute caters only forthose hotels that belong
to the. Ethiopian Tourist Commission. This clearly limits the number of trainees

' ? in^the programme. The institute should therefore either teach other skills
which.wbuld enable graduates tofind employment in other areas, or the hotel
industry should, be expanded so that it might absorb more trainees. Otherwise
the existing hotels will be saturated within a short period of time.

Lessons to be learned

From the experience of the institute we can learn that follow-up is-an
important part of any programme. ;Since there is no follow-up at the end,of the
programme, the institutes does not know how many graduates are able to secure employment.
In order to find out whether a programme has been a success or failure and, in>,order
to make improvements a follow-up is essential. -' ■--•■■v"*v-

,.., ;Bi?fore launching a new programme it is always neceesary to carry out an "■
;asse;sse^ent study to determine the necessity of the grogramme, how it is to,be
",implemented, what financial and technical resources' are ^available and what. .■,

employment opportunities-are available for graduates.- Although this programme was

preceded by a survey on the needs for trained manpbwer and identification of-the areas
where it was needed, the present shortage of funds and the resulting shortage of
qualified staff is a direct consequence of poor planning regarding. finarysial and
manpower requirements. The centre should have' endeavoured to find, a permanent source
of financial support so it could have remained : self-sufficient. '. . :'' '■"■'.

E. ' Pre-school Teachers' Training 'f :

The Pre-school TeachersT Training Centre, Debre Zeit ; : " -:'"

,. ,-,Tbe Pre-school Teachers' Training Centre, run by the Ministry of• Labour, and
Social Affairs is lpcatedin Debre-Zeit, approximately^'^
Although pre-schools attached to foreign community schools "navb .existed in-Ethiopia
for ^ipng time thei i ld l b j B ' f

g p g community schools navb .existed in-Eth
for ^,iipng time9 their services could only be enjoyfed By a' few very well-to-do
families because tuition charges were very high.

;. ,. Pre-school as a general community service was initiated! by the Ministry of
Labour and Social Affairs which began to provide minimumservices at community centres
in Awassa, Asmara, Ras Desta Sefer, Addis Ababa, Debre Zeit and Debre Berhan.
Initially, the Ministry's effort was assisted by Swedish and American Peace Corps
volunteers and UNICEF. Unfortunately, no trained''Ethiopians were available to take

f?i ac:MYe. Part ^ the.pre-schools. -Conse^uentl^v a:proposal was made to the Ministry
of Community Development by the family section requesting the establishment of a
training centre for pre-school teachers. The Ministry was convinced of the urgent
need for the programme and in 1971, a model six-month course was started in Addis

Ababa. The first 20 girls who graduated demonstrated a very high level of interest
in the programme, which was a success. The duration of the programme was found to be
too short and it was extended to twelve months beginning with the second course.
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In 1972 the centre was moved from Addis Ababa to Debre Zeit and was attached

to the existing community centre. In 1974 the centre acquired its own building which

was financed by the Evangelical Church of Germany. Although not very spacious, the
building has the facilities necessary to accommodate 30-35 trainees at one time.

The objective of the training centre;is to produce well-trained pre-school
teachers who are capable of organizaing comprehensive day-care centres in their

localities; disseminating information about day-care centres; teaching pre-school
children and mobilizing and encouraging mass organizations to establish day-care
centres, ' " '

Since the establishment of the centre, approximately 175 trainees have ,
graduated. When the programme was begun, both boys and girls were recruited,

although the majority were girls. In 1976, among 22 graduates only three were boys.

In 1979 the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs decided to accept only girls

because of their'maternal inclinations towards children*

Admission Requirements ■'

The requirement for admission into the pre-school teachers' training programme

is successful completion of tenth grade. The ages of incoming women range JjetWeen

18 and 30. Candidates must be recommended by mass organizations in their' localities

such as Peasant Associations or Urban Dwellers' Associations. Candidates should also

be willing to return to serve rritheir respective communities after completing their
training. ..<■■■■■.:■.■ ^ ■ ■ " ' '■ ■■' ■ •.

■ The-mass organization which recommends candidates for training is responsible

for their employment after graduation. The average monthly salary upon graduation is

Br. 153. During their trailing; programme;'.candidates are taken care of by the centre.
During training they receive pocket money of Br. 50 per month.

Curriculum ' : ■ ' ";_'

Training consists of both theoretical lectures and practical application.

Theoretical instruction is given during the first part, of the year and includes

lectures--and discussions; practical training begins towards the end of the year and

. includes ..practice iti teaching and visits to various pre-schools in Addis Ababa.

Subjects which are taught include: organization of pre-schools; human growth and

development; preparation of teaching equipment; creative activities; political and

social studies; health and hygiene and food and nutrition.

At present-the centre has stopped-recruiting candidates because the Ministry has

decided to make certain structural changes; plans exist to transform the centre 'into

a social development workers' training centre, which will have wider responsibilities."
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Future Plans ■ : .

In the future, the centre plans:

1. . jr ;To:exparid the programme and increase the number of recruits;

2... . ; To change the structure of the centre within the Ministry;

3. To request assistance for the ejpansion of the programme; and

H. To secure scholarships for further training abroad for :graduates.

-Evaluation and Concluding Remarks

: Even though there is increasing demand for pre-school teachers, lack of co

ordination between concerned bodies, particularly with those which provide the same

type of service has resulted in duplication of effort. The problem of duplication has

been presented to the Ministry and ways to avoid duplication are being considered.

Both the Ministry and the centre strongly believe that a system of follow-up *

is very vital and should be included as part of the programme. However, the

implementation of this proposal has been difficult because of the shortage of manpower

both at the centre and the central office. Additional short courses for graduates

have been planned and will materialize in the near future. Until now the Ministry

has not been able to secure scholarships for the further training of graduates.

The objective of this programme is to produce well-trained pre-school teachers.

Based on the performance of its graduates, it is easy to ascertain that the centre

fulfils its objective. The programme has enabled 175 out-of-school girls to acquire

marketable skills. This constitutes a very valuable service both to these individuals

and to society. '

Even though formal follow-up has not yet been implemented, it is evident that

the programme has helped many of its graduates to change their attitudes , to understand

the problems of the localities in which they work and to get involved in other community

development programmes.

Lessons to be Learned \

This programme is very vital for Ethiopia, which is in need of trained manpower

and is interested in improving the position of women. Women can make important

contributions to Ethiopia's social and economic development if they can be freed from

constant family responsibilities. By providing women with such freedom, programmes

such as this one for pre-school teachers can help to advance the nation's progress.
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In addition to the above courses, trainees arc expected to produce
their own teaching materials which they take with them. They are also given
.scissors, a hammer and other equipment which nay not be available in their
.localities. This equipment is supplied to enable them to produce teaching
aids from local materials. ,.....**

teaching Staff

The teaching staff consists of one director who also teaches and
three full-time.and two part-time teachers. Two of the full-time teachers '
were trained abroad in pre-school education. Since the director and the
three full-time teachers cannot teach all of the classes, the two part-
time teachers and other instructors participate in teaching. The Ethiopian
Nutrition Institute and the Family Guidance Association are among the
organizations which have s*mt guest lecturtrs.

,. ., At present the centre is located in Yekatit Twelve Comprehensive

School and space is inadequate. Since the need for trained pre-school
teachers was very urgent, this location was used so training could :
begin at once. Recently, the centre has prepared^ project proposal to
request financial and technical assistance for a new building. : ; -

Financial Assistance '

The centre receives financial assistance-from.UWICEF and the
Government. The Government pays for staff salaries and the accommodation
of trainees. UNICEF pays for the trainees* stipends as well as for teaching
materials and stationery.

Integration of the Profiraame ......

■■ ■:■ ■ ■■-:: ■ 1-..I-- '■■.,.-. '..--■ ' ''■" " - /. ■
Since the training programme is within the system of the Ministry of

Education, its curriculum is integrated. However, no attempt has been made

to integrate this programme with other related programmes. At the local

level, trainees are expected to work with different organizationsand to

integrate their programmes. Although trainees do not participate in the
planning and execution of the programme, they try to discuss the programme's
successes and failures with their teachers and are encouraged to make

suggestions. This undoubtedly helps the trainees to critically evaluate
various programmes when they start working.

Problems

Although the centre had graduated 176 trained pre-school teachers by

1980, training has been conducted in overcrowded conditions.
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target group, feiel responsible and are accepted by their cbiamutities*

In qr$er to help them participate in the development prbgEarcnes of their

Ai<fPW^'t*®?"* ***s necessary to train them.fpr a longer'period of time.
Although the teachers are happy to be employed and have:income, they feel that
they are remurieratec' very poorly and this needs to be recousiuered.

Lessons to be Learned ■.-■."■

:_.■.; The ..Ministry of Education disseiinatea information on the objectives
of .the pre-school teachers^ training centre at organized seminars and work
shops which it sponsored in different parts of the country. Seminar parti

cipants have subsequently discussed these objectives in their respective

localities. Consequently, knowledge of and interest in pre-school services
has increased. ; ■■■):■■■.■

■ Because many communities* believe they can benefit from such programmes,

many pre-schools have been opened everywhere. Unfortunately, many of these

schools have hem opened without proper planning and the facilities are grossly

inadequateD The concerned bodies, therefore, have to demand that programmes

be well-planned; authorities must make sure that the site selected is appropriate
before authorizing the opening of a pre-school centre. . "

The objectives of this programme are very worthwhile and other develop

ing countries can adopt variations of this programme,adjusting it to local

needs and conditions. The mere existence of this type of programme in two

different ministries reflects the Government's concern and interest in training

staff who can encourage young children to become productive citizens. However,

lack of co-operation and poor integration have caused inefficiency. In order

to reach a large number of out-'of-school girls and have well-organized graining

centres, <all available resources should be consolidated and managed by one
authority. ., . ;r,

E. Bethlehem Training Centre - , . ■ ':"

. The-Bethlehem Training Centre was established by the Good Shephered
Sisters in Addis Ababa in 1976. This project is:sponsored .by a variety of
organizations, ; ; ■ ■ ... .\ \ ■.■■•:■■■

Before launching the programme, the Sisters conducted y

general socio-economic conditions in Addis Ababa. Thei"study iricTicated*that

there were many destitute girls who had struggled to enter high school but

who could not continue their education for various reaspns,. Employment

prospects far these girls were non-existent; ' . .

In order to help such girls develop and acquire skills, a pilot project

was prepared by the Sisters and was approved by the Ethiopian Catholic Church
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and the; Ministry of Labour and.Social- Affairs, Subsequently, a centre was
opened, in Addis Ababa; in Nefas Silk,, an, area of ;the city with a high
concentration of bars and night clubs where destitute,' out-of-school girls

sought eroplbymeitt a;s bariaaius and prostitutes,. The main objective of the
centre is.to help needy girls and, young women acquire skills sa that they

can find employment and be self-sufficient, rather than havinc* to en^a. V
anti-social practices as prostitution.

Accordingly, the centre accepted one group or 15 teen-age girls

who were ail high school dropouts. The second.croup of 20 were uneducated

teen-age girls who had no-parental support. The third gruu? were migrants who
were divorced or had beBn deserted by their husbands, ,

The first group, made up of hi3h school'dropouts, studied EsgUsh,
needle work, and home economics. For young illiterates basic training

in literacy and hygiene was given. Another group practised skills they had

already acquired,, Spinning, basketry, child care and nutrition were also
taught.

Needle Work Unit

As it was mentioned above, high school dropouts were trained in

ftfeedle work. These girls were paid for their work on a piece-work basis

Which enabled them,to satisfy-their daily needs*, The trainees, were then
encouraged to continue their schooling either at,night school,or during
the day and to come to the centre whenever they were free. The unit was

so-successful that by 1977, it had expanded to include 40 trainees and

three staff members. <■.-■■ .■■..:

Carpet-Weaving Unit . ; :-.....-

Since there was not a good market for basketry or spinning, a

carpet weaving unit was established in March of 1977 and trainees in

basketry and spinning joined this unit. The trainees in this unit were
also paid on d piece work basis.The carpet weaving unit grew and the ceaftre

became well-known for its products. While a large number of carpets are"

exported to Holland, many are;also sold in Ethiopia*. .> v ■.-:.

HASIDA (the Handicraft and Small-scale, Industries Agency"* is \
interested in the development of the carpet weaving unit and will soon

register4;theiunit as an independent co-operative?,: This unit is presently
located on the original site in Nefas Silk, while the other units (include '

ing the needle work unit and the printing and dyeing unit) have moved to a

new site, ■.••■:-.■ ..:.:.. ■■•:■ : .■::■■ ■■ - :..■-,■- :.r " .. . ,

Financial Assistance r . ■ •

Th© training centre is assisted by the Government and fey private:

organizations. The centre started its work in a small rented villa; as it

expanded the need for more space became apparent. At this time, the Ministry
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o£ Housing, and Urban Development donated]a site of 5,000 square metres for

the expansion of the project and -.a. new building was built near the Hamle

IS Village. ...Among, .the., many organizations supporting the training programme

are Misereor of Germany, Christian Aid of England, Inter-Church Co-ordinating

Committee, Trocaire Caritas uof Ireland, Church World Service, OXFAM, Catholic

Relief Services, Meryknolt, the Embassies of-'Canada and Australia and UNICEF.

Two other organizations, the African Training and Research Centre for Women,

part of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, and ILO also support

the programme. Together, ATRCW and ILO;co-operated to establish a dyeing and

printing unit at the Bethlehem Centre.- The- centre is currently producing "very

attractive tie dye and hand-printed materials for which there is considerable

demand. The addition of this new unit was made possible by funds provided by

the Voluntary Fund for the United Nations Decade for Women.

Problems. ■ ..;■■'■. . ; ,. ■ : . ■ ■

Many out-of-school girls and young women apply for training at the

Bethlehem Centre, The number has been so high it has been beyond the capacity

of the centre to absorb them all. One of the centre's problems concerns the

large amount of time and energy staff must spend in selecting good candidates.

: :.. Lack, of skilled Ethiopian teachers has been another problem.- Export

ing products has been very expensive.'because of the cost involved in handling

and transportation. Obtaining needed raw materials has also been difficult.

In order to overcome the problem of selecting good candidates* the

centre has initiated home visits. For the time being, the centre relies upon

expatriate teachers; it is also training Ethiopian teachers to gradually assume

greater, responsibility. It has been very difficult to enter the export market,

but there Jias been an excellent market for Bethlehem Centre products in Ethiopia,

particularly among members'of the foreign community.

Future. Plans

In order to life able to absorb more applicants, the centre plans to

expand its programme.: In collaboration with ECAfs African Training and Research

Centre for Women, a new plan has been drafted to:

1.■ initiate production of hand-woven fabrics to meet present ,

demand; -, -.-■:•-.

2. use improved technology for such weaving; .

3. renew local designs and present them in new forms; and

4. train women leaders from rural areas who could return to rural

areas and form their own training groups.

This project is expected to be launched.in September 1981. and will be funded

by UNICEF. ■ ■ . ■ ; ^ ■ - •-. ■ .■ ■ ' ■■-■.. :<.\y :■■■-.
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Evaluation and Concluding Remarks

According to the centre, the programme is evaluated in two ways: by
the .quality of the product and by the market. When a product is produced
the quality is evaluated by the centre. If the centre feels its quality is
poor, attempts are made to improve the product. The centre markets its '
P1?0^ When it belieyes the quality is satisfactory. However, if the
market is poor,, this is taken as an indication that the qualityneeds £6be
improved further. . i.

The centre has not yet met its objectives, because only a few
trainees have been able to obtain employment outside of the centre itself,
A few women from the sewing and embroidery unit have obtained jobs at the*
Augusta Sewing Factory, There, they earn a very low salary of SO .Birr :
(L'S$40.00) per month. ...**..-...

Although, the target groups are happy.to receive training and acquire
skill and the centre has been popular for itsJproducts, the lack of employ
ment opportunities has been very disappointing both for the trainees and the
centre. The centre does not have a follow-up system and no job placement
assistance is given. Employments left up tb the traiheW themselves. If
the objective of the centre is to help needy girls and young women acquire
skills so that they can be economically self-sufficient, it should aid the
trainees in obtaining employment. Thecentre raight.ejwaurage trainees to
beppme self-employed in their .homes.' In the future,the centre should also ''
organize the various units into independent co-operatives *•

Lessons.to be Learned

Even though the objective of the centre is to Help needy girls and
young women become employed, labour market conditions have made it difficult
to achieve this objective. The only opportunity for these trainees would
aPPea£ to be to organize, co-operatives, : ■. ; .

Thus far, only the carpet weaving unit has been organized into a
co-operative. It is therefore important to prepare trainees in the other
units to eventually form their own, co-operatives;

F. Hope Enterprises

. Hope Enterprises:■ is. ? philanthropic organization which was established

in 1973.by [an American, the Reverend.Jack Smith, Initially, the programme
was coiwucted in many different areas in Addis Ababa. In 1976 the Provisional
Military Government.of Socialist Ethiopia and the Ministry of Urban Oevelbpment
and Housing gave the centra.plot of land on which to build a new centre. r The
new facility is .located on the Jimma road about 12 Uu west of Addis Ababa
The main objective, of t*# programme is to provide a home and training for '
destitute children and to assist needy people. ' V-
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Admission Requirements

, The main criteria for admission are the social and economic back

ground of the Candidates under the age of 13 who do not have
any support #re admitted. The centre receives many applications from

candidates who do not .fulfil the requirements. The staff carefully screens

candidates and accepts the most needy ones. At present the centre accommo

dates 200 children only 15 of whom are girls. The building consists of six
separate homes; each home has a house mother who acts as a counselor.

Types of Training Offered

In addition to;the vocational training offered at the centre there

iS;,an elementary school for,,grades one through six which follows the govern

ment curriculum ana a kindergarten for children under six years of age.

: ^ Facilities for vocational training at the institute include the
following: . ,

■.>:■ *• ' Food processing lab: In the lab only girls are taught how to

produce peanut butter, tomato paste and Gatsup. They also take classes in

baking and cooking* The products are sold in the thrift shop and various

supermarkets. At present 15 girls are enrolled in this project,

2. Tailoring and crafts department: In this department, both

boys and girls learn how to make their own clothing mend take orders and

make clothes for other people: and,also how. to do leather and bead work,
knitting and crocheting. The department has 20 boys and 15 girls.

3. Poultry project: This project keeps young boys and girls very

busy caring for chickens and gathering eggs which are sold to individuals,
stores anti hotels. ,. . ■ ' ;

4. Wood-work and metal shop: In this workshop boys - nake beds,

tables, planters and children's gym sets. Currently, the shop does not

accept girls. However, the head of the shop said girls will be accepted

in the near future.

Teaching Staff .-..-. .

i ' - The centre operates under t&e direction of an eight-member board of

directors. There :are 5.0. staff members, of whom only 16 are teaching staff.

Seyeiv of the teachers teach academic courses, while nine teach vocational ■

courses. Each shop has a qualified head teacher whose job is to train each

child in at least one skill, so that every child will be able to be employed,

upon leaving the centre.. Students who have interest in a particular field

tend to; acquire the.requisite skills very rapidly. Such students produce
items requiring their respective- skills.
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Financial Assistance

,: ,Since the number of destitutes-children increases every year, the
annual budget of the centre has risen continuously. In1975, the budget
was approximately 110>000 Birr* while in 1979, it increased to approximately
350,000 Birr. '

:^ V Be centre receives financial assistance from different organizations
through qhristian,Relief. The new building was constructed from contributions
r^e^d from i,C.C;.O., World Vision, the Rotary Club of Addis Ababa and other
sources.,,^ centre works very closely With the Ministry of Labour and Social
Attairs which is responsible for registering and evaluating private welfare
organizations, . ;. ; . ■ .= ..-.;.: .-■■.-■■ . ■»■,■..■;-. j-» ■:. ■•.■■= r . ■*

Problems

The centre's main problem is financial. Several agencies which formerly
gave assistance have discontinued their aid. The thrift shopi- whie&^eits-the
centre's products and donated items such as clothing, is another source of
incomej.however,proceeds from the shop coVer only 13 per cent of the centre's
expenses.;, In an effort to; cope with its serious financial problems/the centre
has contacted a,variety of private organizations for assistance. However the
centre believes that it can eventually be self-sufficient by producing and
selling more quality goods. •

Future. Plans

The centre plans to expand the programme to reach more destitute
children. It also intends to add other areas of training such as candle and
matcn-making, mechanics and photography. Plans exist to move the girls'
quarters to a different building. It has also been decided that in 1982 the
programme will be evaluated and follow-up will be conducted on former trainees

Evaluation ;an4 Concluding Remarks : ' ■ ■.

_ -: .^hen we visiteU the centre on^different occasions Students were busV
in the workshop and were, performing their jobs with .interest;" this clearly
demonstrated that the programme is accepted by the target group. However,
the number of: trainees who were able to obtain employment1 was low and this
continues to be a problem. - . -;> :

The.centre has two programmes, the training programme and the welfare
programme. The centre's resources are too limited to support two programmes^
It wou^d be.advisable for the centre to concentrate on bite of the two ' :
activities or greatly;increase its resources. One way to increase its financial
resources would be to expand the workshops and produce and market more products.
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The idea of limiting girls1 training to cocking and knitting is an
outdated concept. In order to help but-of-school girls and destitutes find
jobs and prevent them from engaging in anti-social practices, girls should
have the opportunity to be trained in different areas.

.'■■; - Even though the centre works closely with the, Ministry of Labour and
Social Affairs, it seems that tnere are many organizations Vhich might be of
great help to the centre with which the centre does not currently have.contact.
The centre would benefit from good relationships with a variety of popular
organizations, including youth organizations and women's associations.

The programme needs to be evaluated to find out whether or not the
centre has achieved its goal. In the future, emphasis should be placed on
the training programme.

Lessons to be Learned

This programme has helped members of the target group by providing
them with a temporary home and skills. However, it has not enabled them to
be. self-sufficient which is the centred ultimate goal. Therefore, the
programme should be modified to include job placement and a follow-up system.

The programme could achieve its goals more readily if it became integrated
with local and national development programmes.

This type of training centre could be successfully established in
other developing countries and could help to alleviate unemployment among
out-of-school girls, particularly if facilities were large enough to accommodate
many trainees. '

G, Printing Corporation

The printing training centre was established in Addis Ababa in" 1979.

The centre is run by the printing corporation whiclj. is under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Industry. It is financed by the Government. The centre ,is
located near the market place in a building which formerly housed a private
printing organization which was nationalized in 1974. ...

Finding well-trained and educated printing workers has been a very

difficult task in Ethiopia, because no special training has been offered in
this; field. Employees of printing institutions have been.people who could
only read and write 6r who had only graduated from church schools. Such people
had difficulty operating modern printing machinery. Since printing technology
is advancing at a fast rate, it has become necessary to have well^trained
personnel. The main purpose of the programme is to train such well-qualified
personnel.
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The centre accommodates only 30 trainees at one time but-to satisfy
the growing need of the corporation for trained manpower, the centre accepts
40 trainees, at one time, ■■■.■<. ■■■■>.;. '.'

Hequiremeats

«# *u ThG minimuVe<*uirement for admission to the programme is completion
of the eleventh grade. Candidates must pass an entrance examination and be
interviewed to be admitted. Since 1979, only 25 per cent of the recruited
trainees were female; their ages ranged froia 13 to 25 years. Most girls who
participate in the training programme prefer to wort as typists or store-

m§un? rather1than t0 work in the plant. Trainees receive 60 Birr per month
CU»30) as pocket money, while they are ^ draining. The duration of the

^ai9nn|i?rriOd U ■°?ly " thre"e m°nths- VP™ graduation they are- paid a salary
of 12O*irr p^ mo^h. At present the corporation-has only five male! compositors
and lS^ssastant^ompositors, of whom only eight are female. - There axe also
12 PTint^ of whom only .three are female and 363 assistant printers of whom
IL ? f^16- bl?Plornent in the finishing departt d i
P^ h nly .three are female and 363 assistant printers of who

IL. ? f^16- bl?Plornent in the finishing department does not require any
special training; m this department there are 265 men and 337 women. In 1979

Z££F*Haa efflpl0y^a *°tal Of 647 women and *379 men Si th
p there are 265 men and 337 women. In 1979

ina Z££F efflpl0y^oa *°tal Of 647 women and *v379 men. Since the train
ing^ centre was opened, 63 additional women and 93 additibnal men have been
trained and have begun working:at the corporation, ■

Teaching..Staff

1 u ::u ; v"Qe ^V ^re no ^ualified personnel to train new recruits, those
who have been working in t^ field longest act as teachers. Although these
have neyer ha4 any formal tracing, they are skilled in their fie1^

Problems . ,

The lack of ,-S.taff quaUfied, to.-fraiu.new candidates has been

ofS^r!?a&?!r;mv *^dec»ufte-existihg facilities have also limited the number
ot new candidates who c^n be accepted into.the training programme. Another
problem is tha:t the teachers ar;e npt accepted by the trainees because ^^
teachers' poor educational.backgr©undv Finally, because of the/l<»r s^arles
betted I*™1™' m°St °f the^P^ience<i: staff has ueen forced to leaVe for

In order to overcome these problems, the corporation intends to send
some trainees abroad for further training so that they will be qualified to

"^C" * f?!\Jh! «!« « ****** "?•*« if ™?ly under
ExpSsirof"^1*!1,5-1101'^ that a SOlUti°n t0 thiS PrOblem can bfc found ^oon.Expansion of facilities to accommodate more trainees is also being contemplated
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Future Plans

The corporation plans to train approximately 200 more staff during

the coming year. The corporation anticipates that most of its equipment

will become computerized in the near future; in connection with this the

company hopes to train more women specifically for mechanical composition.

The centre also plans to train personnel for international organizations in

Addis Ababa as well as for other agencies in need of trained personnel in

the printing field*

Evaluation and Concluding Remarks

In order to establish a well-run training centre^ advanced planning

is necessary. Sufficient qualified staff must be available %o ^each, physical

facilities must be adequate and reasonably.well-paying jobs must be open to

new graduates. In view of the problems this training programme is currently

experiencing it is easy to conclude that this training programme was launched

prematurely.

In order to obtain qualified teachers immediately, the corporation
could employ expatriates to train new candidates for a short period of time*

If some new graduates could be sent abroad for training^-they could eventually

assume teaching responsibilities themselves.

Since the corporation does not pay good salaries, it can be anticipated

that inany of the trainees will not want to continue to work at the corporation.

Even if they are forced to ,stay and work, their productivity will be low because
of frustration with their low salaries. Although the idea of training school

leavers for work in the printing sector is commendable, better planning is

needed with respect to the actual training given and the salaries paid.

Lessons to be Learnt-d

The centre has been able to train manpower, which is one of its

objectives. However, the admission requirements should be changed so that

students who leave school after completing lower grade levels can be

accepted at the centre for training. Also, the workers1 salaries should be

increased, especially in view of the level of education and the specific

training required for work in,the printing field.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study has attempted to examine the existing training centres and

employment opportunities for out-of-schobl girls in Ethiopia and has critically
analysed the activities of eight individual centres.

The study indicates that although these centres try to help out-of-

school girls acquire skills,the chances of obtaining employment after complet
ing training are very minimal. This is because of lack of co-ordination and
integration between the training programmes and national development plans and
because of failure to assess the types of training needed by the society.

According to the study, training'programmes for out-of-school girls
are very limited. It was found that centres which are1 open to both males and

females have a very low proportion of females. This may well be because
cultural and traditional values restrict women's participation in certain

sectors,, Of the programmes examined in' thjsstudy, ;oniy the home economics
training programme sponsored by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Bethlehem
Training Centre accept a majority of female trainees.

Most of the training institutes studied in t^s paper have the following
features in common:

1, Almost all of them have not projected ttitiir manpower requirements
Md ^^ia! n:ee^s accurately. This has led to a shortage of resources w&ich
has affected the quality of the training programmes. : '.'"/ '

2e Only few of the centres conducted preliminary surveys of" relevant
variables before starting training programmes« . :

3, Nd supervision, evaluation or follow-up is carried out because
available financial resources'. are so limited.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the following steps be taken:

1. Non-formal education programmes should be expanded in order to
provide the unschooled and school leavers with marketable skills. In

addition to increasing the number and variety of programmes, emphasis should
be placed on adapting programmes to lecal economic and social needs.

2. Non-formal education should not be planned in isolation; rather,
it should be integrated with other development programmes.
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3. A reasonable portion of the national budget should be alloted

to fton-forinal education programmes.

4. Some kind of systematic relationship must be established between

formal and non-formal education. ",,..■

5. Further st.udy of female school leavers should be conducted, so

that better ways d£ preparing out-of-schobl girls for employment can be, ,,

divised. . i ' " .-;...■

6.. The public should be. educated about thu need for non-formal

education so that it will change its attitudes towards girls who receive
training in such fields as the construction and printing industries.

7, Information about non-fQrmal education is .no^ readily available.

Information sections should be established in schools, so that school leavers
will have access to relevant information on training, apprenticeships and

8. The country can hoi afford to continually have such a large
unemployed population. Considering the large number of school leavers, the

Ministry of Education must take steps to make education more flexible. The

Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs should encourage apprenticeships and

para-professional roles such as teaching assistants and plumbing apprentices.

The Urban Dwellers Association could create part-time community service jobs

and employ young school leavers in their own communities. n

9. Finally, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Labour and \

Social Affairs, the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development, the Ministry

of Agriculture and other relevant government/organizations should join

together and co-ordinate their respective programmes, so that non-formal

education can successfully enable unemployed youths to become self-sufficient,

productive citizens.
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